Nyne Elementz:
Biography Of A Powerful Voice For Truth

Say what you want to about his poetry, but His Poetry IS.  And the reason he doesn’t say much, is because he has Too Much To Say to be throwing his words away.  But when he speaks, forceful truths emerge from his mouth in so powerful a fashion that it forces his listeners to swallow every drop of truth he releases.  He drops powerful gems like Purchased, Endoctrined Nation, and crowd favorite, Paper Terrorist.  His wordsmith skills are shown in pieces like My Poetry IS, Appreciation, and Too Much To Say.  And he tells it like it is with pieces like Drama Queens, Bought, and Why He Did It.  He proudly represents the Prysmatic Dreams.com and The New Word Order poetry family.  He is the recipient of the Prysmatic Dreams 2005 Best New Artist Award.  This spoken word poet is none other than Nyne Elementz.

Nyne Elementz has been writing poetry for over 14 years, and has performed his poetry for a total of nearly three years.  His online poetry appearances span over 6 years.  Nyne’s first brief performance stint began in Atlanta, Georgia when he emerged into MoorEpics as IcedFire, debuting with Reasons Why Good Men Hide, Part I.  Nearly a year after moving to Houston, Texas, Nyne Elementz resurfaced in Arlington, TX, late 2003, performing Evening With A Bad Girl at Krystal’s.  In late January 2004, he made his presence known with Reasons Why Good Men Hide, Part I in Paesano’s, and has been ablaze ever since.  

Nyne Elementz has performed in 8 cities, in 51 venues.  He has performed with poetic talent the likes of Abiodun Oyewole and Umar Bin Hassan of The Last Poets (on The Session), HBO Def Poet Maximus Parthas, HBO Def Poet Nu Eshe, HBO Def Poet Tommy Bottoms, internationally known Breeze the Revelator of Smooth As Kappacino, New Word Order 2005 National NetSlam Champion Chilo, and several other blazing poets.  In his very first national poetry competition, The New Word Order National NetSlam, he ranked #2 out of 62 competing poets.  Nyne Elementz is also the host and executive producer of The Session, a monthly poetry tele-cypher and poetry showcase.

In addition, he has made 7 appearances in 12 New Word Order Whispered Words Poetry Mix CDs, produced by HBO Def Poet Maximus Parthas.  He has even authored two poetry chapbook series, Good Man In Hiding: Personal Poetic Chronicles of Love & Pain (currently a 3 volume series) and My Poetry Is: The Spoken Word Poetry Journals (#1).  In addition to poetry, Nyne Elementz has taken an interest in audio production.  He has made two commercials to date, one for an apparel design company and the other for The Session.

Nyne Elementz currently resides in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.  He is the CEO, Chief Publisher/Editor, and Executive Producer of publishing/production organization, SoulSpeak Unlimited.  He is also the owner and chief editor of quarterly online magazine, The Brothers’ Perspective.  This husband and father of four is always seeking to improve his craft, and continues to write and perform for the spreading of truth and inspiration, in honor of the Most High God.

Nyne Elementz is an amazingly talented writer. It's as if he can grasp a subject and squeeze the poetry from it with a literary vice.  Reality drips from his pen like an ink I.V., and his work does indeed supply life support.  Rarely have I ever seen an artist who can capture the grit and realism of the day like he can, both as a performer of unparalleled delivery and as a deep thinker whose pen shudders with explosive anticipation each time he picks it up.  I predict great things coming from the mind and hands of this poetic pioneer, Nyne Elementz. - Maximus Parthas, Prysmatic Dreams/New Word Order Poet and Executive Producer of the Whispered Words Poetry Mix Tape Show.

Nyne...I always know when I read you.  It's gonna be real, it's gonna be hard hitting, it's gonna be cruizin’ down the avenue of truth, and if you don't know to get out of the way, you'll get run right over with enlightenment... Flow on, poet.  Flow on! - Acapella, Poet, Vocalized Ink.org

…The heat, truth, and power embedded in your words cannot be harnessed, controlled or suppressed. They are a comet on a collision course with closed, unaware minds. - Eye Q, Poet, VocalizedInk.org.

Nyne, your writings leave me feeling FULL... on intellect, on ideas, on stanzas fortified with the strength of well-chosen nouns and virtuous verbs... on your style!  The topics and the way in which you manipulate their journey impress me. - Naughty Syn, Poet, Prysmatic Dreams.com

You are most definitely a wordsmith.  Your ease and familiarity with the language allows you to flow with a fluid precision that evokes strong imagery in support of your emotional and spiritual points. - Rahkyt, Poet, Soultry.org

Nyne Elementz is a proud member of the Prysmatic Dreams / New Word Order family of poets.  Nyne Elementz is always looking for ways and opportunities to offer inspiring poetic messages to the masses.  If you would like to learn more about his poetry, music, organizations, and/or business ventures, you may visit the following websites. 

The Session – www.thenewwordorder.com/TheSession.htm
Soundclick.com – www.soundclick.com/nyneelementz
Myspace.com – www.myspace.com/nwonyneelementz
The Nynth Realm Online – www.thenewwordorder.com/NynthRealm.htm
The Brothers’ Perspective – www.thebrothersperspective.com" www.thebrothersperspective.com

If you would like to contact him concerning feature performances, interviews, or his products, you may e-mail him at nyneelementz@gmail.com" nyneelementz@gmail.com.


